Abstract-In wireless sensor networks, it is already noted that nearby sensor nodes monitoring an environmental feature typically register similar values. This kind of data redundancy due to the spatial correlation between sensor observations inspires the research of in-network data aggregation. In this paper, an -local spatial clustering algorithm for sensor networks is proposed. By measuring the spatial correlation between data sampled by different sensors, the algorithm constructs a dominating set as the sensor network backbone used to realize the data aggregation based on the information description/summarization performance of the dominators. In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm a pattern recognition scenario over environmental data is presented. The evaluation shows that the resulting network achieved by our algorithm can provide environmental information at higher accuracy compared to other algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a wireless network consisting of spatially distributed autonomous devices using sensors to cooperatively monitor physical or environmental conditions [1] , [2] . It has no fixed or predefined topology, thus allowing nodes to become active and inactive at any time. Communication could occur instantaneously between any devices within communication range. Designing autonomous self-organizing WSNs still remains a challenge requiring the development of new methods to enable collective context-awareness and in-network information processing by the network nodes.
Early in 1970, Tobler's first law of geography was formulated to state that "Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things" [3] . This statistical observation implies that data correlation increases with decreasing spatial separation. In WSNs, it is already noted that nearby sensor nodes monitoring an environmental feature (e.g., temperature or humidity) typically register similar values. This kind of data redundancy due to the spatial correlation between sensor observations inspires the research of in-network data aggregation. In recent years, cluster-based approaches for data aggregation have attracted wide attention [4] - [12] . In these approaches, some sensors are selected as the Cluster Heads (CHs). Nodes in a cluster transmit their data to CH and the CH is used to represent data from cluster members facilitating transfer of aggregated data to the sink.
A. Exploitation of Sensor Data Aggregation
Most existing clustering algorithms are realized through selecting CHs stochastically by probability [4] and constructing clusters considering the energy consumption [6] , [7] or resource constraints including bandwidth [8] , load balancing [9] , and network topology structures [10] , [12] . A survey of different methods is given in [13] . Most such approaches for data aggregation take spatial or network distance into account. They, however, typically ignore the data correlation (such as network topology based aggregation) or only assume ideal data correlations (such as defining the correlation as same readings in different sensors). Recent research exploiting data correlation in sensor networks reveals the effects of spatial correlation on energy consumption and routing protocol design [14] - [20] . Exploring such data correlation makes the design of large-scale multihop sensor networks feasible [21] . It also provides a basis for embedding collective context awareness across the nodes of the network.
Clustering techniques can provide an architectural framework for exploring data correlation in sensor networks. Results presented in [20] conclude that codes and routes must exist to enable every node in a WSN to have enough information to form an estimate of the sample available at every other node within a prespecified distortion value . The result holds as long as is satisfied, where is the joint rate/distortion function of all samples in the field; is the finite capacity of links and is the total number of nodes in the field. Based on this result, a cluster-based hierarchical network structure can be set up with the constraint of the total distortion being less than , in which, some of the nodes can be chosen to represent their close neighbors thus reducing redundancy in both data processing and transmission.
B. Motivation and Contributions
Some recent research on clustering and data aggregation with respect to the spatial correlation in sensor networks, e.g., [22] investigates the nonuniform correlation of sensor data in enclosure spaces, such as a room. In such a highly correlated region (HCR), the correlations between sensors are determined predominantly only by there spatial distances. The CHs are elected stochastically at first and then adjusted according to the remaining battery levels. Using this scheme, the applications are restricted to HCR environments and the construction of clusters takes several rounds of message exchange and correlation computation. A similar scheme using the spatial distance of sensors as the judgment of correlation can be seen in [23] . The approach defines a weight for each sensor's data which depends on the distance from the sample position to the target position. Another method proposed in [24] and [25] addresses the spatial correlation measurement by calculating the offset between different sensor readings. This approach simply calculates the error between two readings. If the error is within a tolerable range, then these two readings are correlated. This kind of correlation judgment method can be used only in scenarios where the sampled data have only one dimension. An approach presented in [26] calculates spatial correlation using a probability distribution functions and correlation coefficients based on discrete readings. A high correlation coefficient of two readings means one is attacked by another. Then, the attacked reading can be replaced by a previous reading and the transmitted data are reduced. However, if none or few attacks are detected, the scheme is invalid or less efficient.
Most approaches described above considering the correlation-based data aggregation in sensor networks have two main shortcomings.
1) The judgment of the spatial correlation is based on geographic distance of sensors or one-dimension tolerance error of different sensors' readings. The applications of these schemes are restricted to environments of high sensor density and/or highly spatial correlated regions. None of them considers the spatial correlation measurement of multidimensional data.
2) The CHs are selected stochastically. The data correlation between a CH and its neighbors is not considered. Consequently, each CH may have no capability to provide precise description/summarization of its cluster members. Moreover, Each CH must collect data from its members and then execute complex data aggregation or fusion algorithms. To overcome these shortcomings, we propose a new distributed clustering algorithm based on the dominating set theory to choose the CHs and construct clusters by measuring the spatial correlation between sensors. When the clusters are constructed, the data sampled in each CH have very high correlation with the data sampled in its cluster members. Consequently, only the CHs, but no cluster members, need to do the data sampling work, which means the sensor networks are aggregated to a CH backbone and the data transmitted in the sensor network are reduced remarkably without any extra data aggregation algorithm. In order to measure the efficiency of the algorithm for information description/summarization, we introduce a pattern recognition scenario based on practical data from a real environment.
The main contributions of this paper are: First, we define a weight to calculate the spatial correlation between sensor data. By using this weight, not only one-dimension data, but also multidimension data can be studied. Second, unlike the existing clustering approaches that the CHs must collect data from its members and then execute the data aggregation algorithm, our algorithm chooses the CHs that can represent the data features of its members. Thus, CHs only need to transmit the data sampled by themselves to the sink. Such an aggregated CHs backbone structure can provide very high efficiency in data aggregation. It also forms the basis for improved context-awareness within the network.
C. Paper Layout
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work on clustering algorithms. Section III presents the -local spatial clustering algorithm by describing each part of the algorithm in detail, including weight computation, CHs selection and the construction of clusters. In Section IV, we analyze the complexity of the algorithm based on an experiment to investigate the aggregation performance of the algorithm. Section V presents the simulation results of pattern recognition scenario of our algorithm. Finally, in Section VI, we provide our key conclusions and directions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Many clustering algorithms have been proposed for ad-hoc and sensor networks recently. LEACH [4] is the most famous application-specific algorithm that uses clustering to prolong the network lifetime. As clustering is vital for efficient resource utilization and load balancing in large-scale sensor networks, it is not surprising that an increasing amount of research interest has been drawn towards clustering algorithms during the last few years. In general, such research can be classified primarily into two perspectives either finding a smallest set of the CHs based on Graph Theory, or finding an optimal set of the CHs based on residual energy of each node.
From the graph theory perspective, heuristic algorithms are always used to generate approximate results based on either a centralized or distributed model of operation. For a centralized model, Guha and Khuller propose two CDS (Connected Dominating Set) construction strategies in [27] , which contain two greedy heuristic algorithms with bounded performance guarantees. Other algorithms, e.g., [28] and [29] , are motivated by either of these two heuristics. However, for large-scale WSNs, a distributed CDS algorithm could be more effective due to the lack of a centralized administration. An example of the distributed implementations of [27] is provided in [30] . Other greedy heuristics including [31] - [33] have also come under investigation recently. Moreover, distributed CDS construction approaches have also been investigated based on Maximum Independent Set [34] , multipoint relaying [35] , and Spanning Tree [36] .
From the residual energy perspective, LEACH [4] is a typical example. This algorithm uses randomized rotation of the CHs to distribute the energy load evenly among the sensor nodes in a network. The LEACH algorithm is employed in various systems, such as PEGASIS [37] , TEEN [38] , HEED [39] , etc. The PEGASIS mechanism is a chain-based power efficient protocol. The chain can be constructed easily by using a greedy algorithm. In order to balance the overhead involved in communication between the chain leader and the base station, each node in the chain takes turn to be the leader. The TEEN algorithm is designed for time-critical applications and the sensor transmits the data to the sink only when the collected data is greater than a predefined threshold. In HEED, a variable called "cluster radius" is introduced to define the transmission power used for intracluster broadcast. In general, all the above methods require reclustering after a period of time because the CHs are always in high workload.
III. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Our proposed algorithm is composed of two procedures: the distributed Cluster Head Selection procedure (CHS) and the Cluster Construction procedure (CC). In this section, we will first introduce the calculation of the Weight, which is a key variable for each procedure of the algorithm and then describe the detail of the algorithm itself.
A. Weight Calculation
The calculation of node's Weight tries to find out a measurement for each node to identify in what degree a node is correlated with other nodes within its communication radius.
Given an undirected graph (we denote it as "graph " in the rest of this paper), with all the vertexes set and all the Edges set . Let the number of nodes in be . For every , let also be the sequence identification of this node . We have some fundamental definitions concerning the subsets of .
Definition 1: -Neighbor Set . For a predefined communication radius of all the nodes, let be the set of vertexes within the circle of the communication radius of . For any , if there is a transmission route from to , then belongs to the -Neighbor Set of , denoted as . For a measured random field, each sampled data is represented by an -dimensional feature vector. Hereby, at a specified sample time stamp , for a node and any of its neighbor , the sampled data in and can be denoted as and respectively. We define the distance between the measurements of and by the Euclidean distance between and as (1) Then, the expected value of is (2) where is the number of nodes in . The deviation of is The definition of the Spatial Correlated Weight considers the average spatial distance deviation between each node and its neighbors within a predefined communication range. Large value of (or small value of ) implies small distance variation between node and its -Neighbors, which means has high spatial correlation with its neighbors.
B. Cluster Head Selection
We address the cluster head selection problem by a distributed algorithm based on the Weighted -Dominating Set. Nodes belong to this set will become the CHs. Here, we give the definitions of -Dominating Set and Weighted -Dominating Set:
Definition 3: -Dominating Set. Given a graph , we say that a set is an -dominating set if every node of either belongs to or is within a distance no more than to one or more nodes of .
Definition 4: Weighted -Dominating Set. Given a graph together with a non-negative weight for each node , the weight of a vertex set is defined as . With a predefined positive constant , a Weighted -Dominating Set of is an -dominating set of if . If a node , then node is a dominator; otherwise node is a dominatee, which can be represented by a decision variable : if node is a dominator; otherwise Here, two possible situations are being considered when a node decides whether itself becomes a dominator or not: 1) A node has very low correlation with all its -neighbors.
2) A node has very high correlation with most of its -neighbors. It is easy to note that nodes being in either of these two situations should be chosen as dominators. For the first situation, a node becomes a dominator without any cluster member. We call this kind of dominator the Isolated Dominator (ID); and for the second situation, a node becomes a dominator with at least one cluster member. We call this kind of dominator the General Dominator (GD). These two situations must be treated as the basic criteria of choosing dominators in the CHS procedure. Here, we give two definitions that will be used in the CHS procedure:
a lower bound for all , which is a predefined constant satisfying .
for each node , . 1 According to Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get [
As the result, 0 w 1.
The following pseudocode is the distributed cluster header selection algorithm applied in each node. The key processing steps of the CHS procedure are steps 2, 3, and 4, where each node calculates the probability of becoming a dominator. In Step 2, the lower bound of the weight is used to find out the dominators that have very low correlations with their -neighbors. In Step 3, the upper bound of the weight is used to make sure that the nodes having highest correlation with their -neighbors are chosen to be the dominators. At the same time, probability function makes the nodes with comparatively lower correlation (smaller values of ) with their -neighbors have higher probability to become dominators. While Step 4 is a complementary process which makes the set satisfy the definition of -neighbor dominating set.
CHS
Step 4 can guarantee that, for any dominatee, if it is an -neighbor of an ID, there must be at least one GD within the distance of this dominatee.
C. Cluster Construction
After all the CHs are selected by the CHS procedure, each dominatee has to choose a cluster to join. The Euclidean distance is applied here to construct clusters. In CC procedure, if a dominatee can be dominated by several dominators, it must choose the nearest dominator (the Euclidean distance is smallest between them) to join. The details of the CC procedure are described as follows. 3. If dominatee decides to join , it sends a JOIN message embedded with its identity to . 4. If a dominator receives a JOIN message from a dominatee , it sends back an ACK message to . Then is the CH of and is a member of .
CC

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Complexity Analysis
For the time complexity, in each of the steps 2, 3, and 4 of CHS procedure, the time complexity is ; in CC procedure, the time complexity is also . Therefore, the time complexity of the whole algorithm is . For the message complexity, suppose the maximum degree of the sensor network topology graph is . The message complexity is in CHS procedure Step 4; in CC procedure Step 1 and 4, the message complexities are also ; in CC procedure Step 3, the message complexity is . Therefore, the message complexity of the whole algorithm is .
B. Size of the Dominating Set
In this experiment, we calculate the average number of dominators as the size of the weighted -dominating set, as well as evaluate the impact of different number of the IDs on . We use a topology generator to generate random topologies in an area. For different topology parameter values, the random graph is generated and simulated until a predefined confidence interval for the population mean is reached and, then, simulation results are measured by simply taking the average of all cases. Here, we achieve a precision of 1% with the 90% confidence interval of the dominating set. The values of is set specifically to ensure that the number of ID is about 5%, 10% and 15% of the total number of the sensors in each of the simulations. The communication radius has two values: 1 hop and 2 hops, which means for a node , the nodes within 1 hop or 2 hops of the communication distance are all its neighbors. We use a four-dimension air pollution dataset which has the average correlation coefficient with and . Each node randomly picks up a data item from the dataset as its sampled data. Then these data are used to calculate the Spatial Correlated Weight .
The experimental results are shown in Table I . The AAR is used to evaluate the network aggregation effect after the execution of our algorithm. If the total number of nodes in a sensor network is (in the experiments, the value of varies from 40 to 150), then the AAR can be calculated as (5) From Table I , we can see, under the -local Spatial Clustering Algorithm, the sensor networks can be effectively aggregated. The communication radius affects the performance of the aggregation remarkably. Larger always leads to smaller average number of dominators. When the number of IDs increase from to , the values of AAR increase accordingly. In other words, the sizes of the weighted -dominating set decrease. The reason is, for the CHS procedure, a GD can be chosen in either Step 3 or Step 4. However, in this algorithm, most of the GDs are chosen in Step 4 (this conclusion can be achieved from experiments and we omitted it because of the length of the paper). If we increase the number of IDs, a reasonably larger value of must be set. Thus, the values of in CHS procedure Step 3.3 will be increased. Accordingly, the number of GDs generated by Step 3 will increase. Because Step 4 is a complementary process for the dominating set construction, as the result, the number of GDs generated by Step 4 will have a comparatively remarkable decrease. Hence, larger values of and Number of IDs result higher network aggregation rate.
V. SIMULATION OF PATTERN RECOGNITION SCENARIO
As the algorithm tries to achieve an aggregated sensor network without loosing the precise description/summarization of the research areas, we can evaluate the effectiveness of the -local Spatial Clustering Algorithm by a variety of data mining methods, such as classification, pattern recognition, feature selection, and fuzzy sets, etc. We chose a pattern recognition scenario to group pollutants, measured in an urban area, into pollution clouds to study the distribution of the pollutants. This scenario gives us an easy and intuitive way to investigate the performance of our algorithm. In the scenario we use the classic -means algorithm [40] to classify the data into patterns. The purpose of the simulation is to reveal whether the pattern of the data sampled by a CH can be used to represent all the patterns of the data sampled by its members, and also to evaluate the accuracy of its operation.
The evaluation simulation consists of three steps. 1) Running the -local Spatial Clustering Algorithm to generate the aggregated network. 2) Running the -means algorithm in both of the original network and the aggregated network, then getting the pattern recognition results for both of the networks. 3) Generating the pollution pattern clouds according to the results in Step 2 for both the original network and aggregated network, then comparing the results. The evaluation is based on our former research [41] , [42] shown in Fig. 1 . We use simulated air pollution data generated from a realistic scenario for the deployment of a sensor grid over a typical urban area in east London. The scenario is based on a distribution of 140 sensors (as the dots in Fig. 1 ) in the 1 km 1.4 km area collecting data over a typical day from 8:00 to 17:59 at 1-min intervals to monitor the pollution volumes of NO, , and Ozone. Then, there are 600 data items for each node and totally 84000 data items for the whole network. Each data item is identified by a time stamp, a location, and a four-pollutant volume reading.
A. Pattern Recognition
In this step, we compare the pattern recognition results achieved by running the classic -means algorithm [40] in both of the original network and the aggregated network. For the original network, we let the data collected from all the 140 sensors be the input of the -means algorithm, and in the aggregated network generated by -local Spatial Clustering Algorithm, as described above, only the data collected by the CHs are used for the pattern recognition calculation. At TABLE II  ACCURACY PERFORMANCE OF PATTERN RECOGNITION any measuring time stamp, the sampled data in node is a four-dimension record with the readings of NO, , , and Ozone.
After running the pattern recognition algorithm, there will be patterns for all the nodes participating the operation, and each node is assigned a pattern ID . The nodes with the same ID are in a pattern group, which means they have similar pollution features to each other, whereas different from other nodes.
B. Generating the Pollution Clouds
In this step, we visually use a different shapes to mark each pattern. For the original network, since each of the 140 nodes has a pattern identity, it is easy to generate the pollution clouds by marking the geographic area around each node with corresponding shape of its pattern identity.
For the aggregated network, only the dominators/CHs have the pattern identities after pattern recognition and all the members in a cluster will get same pattern identity as their CH. As each dominator may have members, the pollution clouds for the aggregated network can be generated as follow: for each dominator, mark the entire geographic area of its cluster with corresponding shape according to the pattern identity of the dominator.
C. Accuracy Performance
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of the information description/summarization by the aggregation network. We investigate in how much degree the pattern recognition results of the aggregated network can match those of the original network.
Assign the value of for -means algorithm, which means 4 patterns will be generated after the pattern recognition and the pattern IDs are , 1, 2, and 3 for each pattern. Suppose the total number of nodes be and let denote the dataset at node . Let and denote the cluster membership of sample at node under -means algorithm in [40] and our algorithm, respectively. We define the Average Percentage Membership Match (APMM) as (6) The APMM values in different scenarios are listed in Table II.  From this table, we can see when is 1 hop, the values of APMM for different number of IDs are always above 90%. When is 2 hops, the values of decrease by about 12% in comparison with each corresponding value of 1 hop. This is because if we increase , then the dominating area of a dominator is enlarged, the correlation between the data collected from the dominator and its dominatees will decrease. Hence, the capability of a dominator to describe/summarize its dominatees will decrease as well. As the number of IDs increases from 5% to 15%, the value of APMM decreases. This result indicates that, as the number of the IDs increases, the AAR increases and the size of the weighted -dominating set decreases (as Table I shows). However, the accuracy of the information represented by the aggregated network reduced.
In order to give a more intuitive understanding, we draw the pattern clouds in Fig. 2 for the case of number of , as well as the pattern clouds of the original network for comparison.
Here, we pick up two different time snapshots, 9:00 and 15:30 within a day. The two columns in Fig. 2 are the pattern recognition results of two time snapshots, respectively. While the first row is the results of the original network; the second and third rows are the results of the aggregated network with and , respectively. Four different shapes are used to show four patterns clouds. We also mark different types of nodes. In the first row, as our clustering algorithm is not applied, only the original nodes are shown in the figures. For the aggregated network in the second and third rows, there are three types of nodes, ID, GD, and Dominatee.
From Fig. 2 , we can see for each time snapshot, the aggregated network always presents very similar pollution patterns to the original network. The precision for is slightly higher than that for , which just matches the calculation result in Table II . 
D. Comparison With Other Algorithms
In this section, an accuracy performance experiment is made to compare our algorithm with cluster-based (LEACH) [4] , tree-based (EADAT) [43] , and grid-based [44] data aggregation algorithms.
In our algorithm, the Number of and . In LEACH, according to the analysis of the optimum number of clusters, if we apply equation (19) in [4] with total number of nodes in a 1 km 1.4 km region (as shown in Fig. 1 ), while keeping all the other parameter values, the optimum value of expected number of CHs is between 14 and 87. We choose (this number is close to the value of in our algorithm in this case). To simplify the experiment, we only use the cluster result of one round to calculate the APMM.
For EADAT, we suppose the sink is located in the boundary of the area. Each node randomly generates a scalar between 0 and 50 to be its residual power. Each leaf node chooses a nonleaf node for data aggregation that requires shorter path and lower communication energy. This scenario is similar to in our algorithm when considering neighbors' data for aggregation.
For the grid-based algorithm of [44] (we refer to it as GCR), each node is randomly assigned an ID between 1 and 140. The grid width is set to 200 m. This grid size is also similar to in our algorithm when considering neighbors' data for aggregation.
All the above algorithms execute the same data aggregation scheme as our algorithm, which means, the pattern of the data sampled by a cluster head/nonleaf node/grid coordinator is used to represent all the patterns of the data sampled by its cluster members/leaf nodes/grid members. Table III is the result of APMM for each of the algorithm. We can see that the s of cluster-based, tree-based and gridbased algorithms are all less than 77%, which is much lower than of our algorithm. Therefore, our algorithm has better accuracy performance in data description/summarization.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed an -local spatial clustering algorithm for WSNs. The algorithm can construct a dominating set as the sensor network backbone to realize the data aggregation, as well as consider the performance of the dominators in terms of their information description/summarization perspective. We discussed the time and message complexities of the algorithm, with the analysis of the size of the aggregated networks.
A pattern recognition scenario was also presented to investigate the information description/summarization capability of our algorithm. The experimental results show that the aggregated network can provide the environmental information in very high accuracy in comparison with the original network. Thus, this algorithm is useful for the applications such as the environmental surveillance where the sensors are always distributed in very high density.
Direct further work on the algorithm development includes analyzing its performance when jointly considering the size of the aggregated networks, the information representation capability, and the energy consumption. It also includes its extension to consider temporal correlation properties.
Our longer-term research in this area focuses on the development of a class of efficient distributed algorithms that support an elastic computation model for on-demand and real-time resource organization in sensor networks. Our aim is to develop methods that can focus the attention of the network resources only on relevant information for the task at hand. Such an approach not only helps in optimizing the performance characteristics of the network, but also helps in avoiding information overload when monitoring and analyzing large data sets.
